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Introduction
Timing assumptions are commonly used in the design of both asynchronous and synchronous circuits in order to improve performance. Examples include the GasP circuits [30] , the Global STP circuit in the Intel R Pentium R 4 processor [12] , and the RAPPID instruction decoder [29] . However, the use of timing assumptions comes at an added verification cost: The circuit behavior must be verified under these constraints, and furthermore, the constraints must themselves be verified pre-and post-layout.
A promising recent approach to this verification problem is to use a design methodology based on relative timing [28] . In the relative timing (RT) paradigm, timing assumptions are made explicit, by adding to an untimed design constraints on the relative ordering of signal transitions. In contrast, other methods use implicit timing assumptions, where the timing assumptions are either implicit in a design style (such as Burst-Mode techniques, e.g. [22] ) or imposed at the gate-level in the circuit model (such as metric timed circuit design [19] ). Using the RT paradigm, verification proceeds in two steps:
1. Checking correctness under timing constraints: RT constraints are identified and the correct operation of the circuit is verified under those constraints. Typically, one either checks that the implemented circuit Á only exhibits behaviors of a specification Ë, or that it satisfies a specific property ³ formulated in a suitable temporal logic.
Verifying that the circuit obeys timing constraints:
The identified RT constraints are themselves verified using standard simulation or static timing analysis techniques. The constraints can be verified pre-layout to ensure that they have sufficient margin based on expected design parameters. The constraints also must be validated post-layout with extracted data to ensure that place and route, sizing, and buffer insertion have not skewed the delays beyond acceptable values.
The RT approach of explicitly stating timing constraints has the advantage that it applies to many asynchronous design styles [28] . It supports a design philosophy of adding timing constraints incrementally and of giving the designer flexibility in using timing constraints. Also, unlike gate-level metric timing, it does not rely on conservatively set minmax bounds on gate delays.
However, current RT-based verification techniques (e.g., [24, 13] ) fall short in three respects. First, not all timing constraints can be expressed as the relative ordering of signal transitions. Secondly, current verification tools are yet to scale up to relatively large circuits and achieve the success obtained by symbolic methods for untimed systems (e.g., [5] ). Finally, previous work on relative timing-based verification [24, 13] does not satisfactorily address the problem of verifying that the circuit obeys the constraints.
In this paper, we address these shortcomings by making the following novel contributions:
A generalized notion of relative timing: We introduce the concept of a generalized relative timing (GRT) constraint, one that specifies a relative ordering not just between events, but between the time intervals between pairs of events. This generalization adds the capability to model some metric timing information which is formally modeled using real-valued clock variables. The resulting circuit model, in general, is a timed automaton. However, since metric timing constraints are typically far fewer than non-metric GRT constraints, we employ relatively few clock variables.
Application of fully symbolic verification methods:
We use new fully symbolic verification techniques based on Boolean encoding methods [26] to verify the resulting timed automaton. The term fully symbolic means that the verifier represents both timed and untimed parts of the state space in a unified, symbolic representation. Along with the modeling methodology described above, we can verify circuits that are significantly larger than those verifiable with other methods.
As an example we have efficiently analyzed the Global STP circuit [12] , finding an error in the published circuit, and then successfully verifying a fixed version.
Related work. Several techniques have been proposed in the past ½ years to model timing constraints in circuit design. A common approach is to specify upper and lower bounds on the delay between when a transition is enabled and when it fires. Formalisms such as timed transition systems [10] , timed Petri nets [25] and timed event and event/level structures [19, 4, 17] are used for this purpose, and the constraints are referred to as gate-level metric timing constraints. This is an intuitive model, but since the timing information is provided at the gate-level, verification tools based on this model are restricted to relatively small circuits. Even with the use of partial order reduction methods (e.g., [4, 17] ), the size of the untimed state space still presents a performance bottleneck. Furthermore, designers must be relatively conservative on how they set the bounds, since these can rely on post-layout information.
Another formalism for modeling timed systems is that of timed automata [1] , which is more expressive than timed transition systems [2] , in that it can model "more global" timing constraints. Maler and Pnueli [14] model asynchronous circuits using timed automata, but their model is also at the gate-level, requiring one clock variable per gate. Thus, it suffers from the same scaling problems as the afore-mentioned metric timing methods. Our work also uses timed automata as the modeling formalism, but in an entirely different way: We model timing constraints at a higher level of abstraction, and introduce clock variables only where necessary.
The observation that enables us to selectively use clock variables is that most timing constraints are on pairs of events that have a common start event, i.e., a "point-ofdivergence". A similar observation was made by Negulescu and Peeters [20, 21] , who present the notion of a chain constraint, which specifies that one sequence of transitions must occur before another with both sequences sharing a common prefix. A "point-of-divergence" constraint is more restrictive than a chain constraint in a logical sense (it specifies a relative ordering for all intermediate sequences of transitions between the start and end events), but for the same reason, it is more compact to specify. Moreover, we can model more general kinds of constraints, as we describe in Section 2.
There has been prior work on RT-based verification, with a focus on automatically generating constraints. Peña et al. [24] present an approach based on the notion of lazy transition systems. Their approach automatically and iteratively generates RT constraints to rule out spurious counterexamples; however, the process of adding RT constraints relies on knowing min-max bounds on gate delays. Kim et al. [13] present a verification methodology based on a different technique of automatically generating RT constraints, but do not address the problem of verifying that the circuit obeys the constraints. While we do not automatically generate timing constraints, our work targets a more general class of timing constraints, and provides ways of verifying that the constraints hold for the circuit.
Clarisó and Cortadella [6] present a gate-level modeling approach that represents gate delays by symbols, rather than by constant bounds. Thus, this model is more expressive than metric timing. However, the verification problem is even harder than for timed transition systems, and the approach is restricted to small circuits.
Another contribution of our paper is in the application of novel fully symbolic verification techniques to timed circuits. These techniques are based on our earlier paper on using Boolean methods in quantifier elimination in quantified separation logic (QSL) [26] ; we refer the reader to that paper for a detailed comparison of model checking methods for timed automata. In the context of asynchronous circuits, there has been significant work on model checking algorithms; see, for example, the work by Myers, Yoneda, et al.(e.g., [19, 4, 34, 17] ). The main difference with our work is that these methods are symbolic in the real-valued part, but explicit-state in the Boolean part; hence, in spite of incorporating partial-order reduction, large circuits are often outside their capacity. We also extend the ideas of our previous paper to perform fully symbolic simulation checking. Simulation checking has been explored earlier in the context of timed systems, for example, by Tasiran et al. [32] .
There has been significant work on methods that use compositional reasoning or abstraction to achieve better scalability (e.g., [35] ). Our focus, in this paper, is on demonstrating scalability without using compositional reasoning or abstraction; however, nothing precludes using the techniques presented herein along with such methods.
Paper outline. We introduce the idea of generalized relative timing in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe how timed circuits are formalized as timed automata, and in Section 4, we outline fully symbolic verification algorithms for timed automata. Case studies are presented in Section 5. The circuit signals, which are the state variables of the system, are comprised of inputs, outputs, and intermediate signals. A transition (also referred to as event) is a change in logic level of a signal. Transition Ú corresponds to the transition of Ú from ¼ to ½, and Ú to the transition from ½ to ¼. We will use the symbol to refer to either transition for signal Ú .
Modeling Timed Circuits
The untimed circuit behavior is defined by the set of rules Ê, which comprises Ñ ¾ Ò rules, one for each signal transition. 1 The ¾ rules for the th signal Ú are written as
where is a Boolean formula over Î indicating the enabling condition for transition to fire.
Although we have only introduced two events per signal (corresponding to up and down transitions), it would be straightforward to add finitely-many instances of each event. That is, for a given event , we can keep track of not only each instance of , but also every second, third, ..., th instances of for a constant , with the use of additional state bits to keep track of a "count." However, we have rarely needed to track more than one instance of each event.
We will assume an inertial gate model (but without bounds on gate delays). Thus, it is allowed for a transition that was enabled to become disabled without having fired, as long as the circuit satisfies its specification. In the absence of an explicit timing constraint involving transition , the time taken for to fire after being enabled can be any value in ¼ ½µ; i.e., rules, by themselves, are purely untimed.
Generalized Relative Timing
The novel aspect of how we model circuits is in the formulation of generalized relative timing constraints, which combine relative timing with a capability to incorporate some metric timing information.
Let ¡´ µ denote the time interval between an occurrence of and the occurrence of immediately preceding it.
The following definition formalizes the notion of generalized relative timing (GRT): It is sometimes useful to use a non-strict inequality ( ) instead of the strict inequality used above, or to drop one of the ¡´¡ ¡µ terms in the inequality so as to impose an upper or lower bound on the time interval between events.
Point-of-divergence constraint. An extremely common sub-class of GRT constraints are those such that ¼ , ¼ , and the same occurrence of immediately precedes 1 Notice that this is similar to the language of production rules [15] . all occurrences of both and . In this case, the timing constraint specifies that measuring time from the point occurs, must always occur before . We will refer to this special case as a point-of-divergence (POD) constraint. (The name comes from the divergence in two paths starting from transition .) We write a POD constraint as . Typically, and causally depend on . However, note that this need not be the case! By the definition of ¡´ µ, the point-of-divergence in the constraint is simply the occurrence of that is closest in time to and , which need not have caused either of them. Note also that the concept of a POD constraints is essentially the same as that of the original RT constraint, since, in order to implement a relative ordering between events, one would have to trace them back to a point-of-divergence; hence the name generalized relative timing.
Metric timing constraints.
The presence of in the definition allows us to express a limited form of metric timing constraints. In particular, we can express constraints of the form ½ ¡´ µ ¾ . Note, however, that we cannot directly specify the min-max timing assumptions used in timed transition systems [10] and related formalisms, since that would require constraining the delay between when a transition is enabled and when it fires. Compound timing constraints. In some cases, such as the Global STP circuit that is our primary case study, we have observed the need for compound timing constraints formed as an XOR of two (simple) timing constraints. Such a constraint is written as XOR . We have needed such compound constraints to reason about relative ordering between instances of events from different cycles of circuit operation. Further discussion of such constraints is deferred to the case study in Section 5.1.
In all our case studies to date, we have found the class of generalized relative timing constraints to be sufficient. In fact, most constraints tend to be simple (i.e., not compound) POD constraints. Metric timing constraints are used only when there is explicit use of delay values in the design.
Examples.
We present two examples to illustrate our methodology for modeling timing constraints. First, consider the implementation of a C-element using three AND gates and an OR gate, as shown in Figure 1 . and denote the input signals, and is the output. It is easy to see that in order to work correctly, it is sufficient for the circuit in Figure 1 to respect the following two fundamental mode constraints, formulated here as POD constraints:
and .
While POD constraints suffice for the preceding example, in general, we might need a more expressive timing constraint. Figure 2 depicts a simple buffer stage element generated from the CASH compiler that compiles ANSI-C programs into asynchronous circuits [33] . For correct operation, this circuit relies on two timing assumptions: data transfers between stages use a bundled data protocol, and a stage incorporates a matched delay element. 
To ensure that the stage respects the bundled data protocol, we additionally need to impose two POD constraints:
Note that the matched delay assumptions CASH ½ and CASH ¾ of a stage can be reformulated as POD constraints by tracing back to the Ò Ð signal of the previous stage. However, this breaks modularity, since the timing constraints involving signals of a module reference internal signals of another module. In general, we have found that while it is often possible to reformulate metric timing constraints as POD constraints, it is at the cost of modularity.
Verifying Timing Constraints
The verification methods presented in this paper prove that the timed circuit design is correct given the set of timing constraints Ì . However, it does not prove that the constraints actually hold given the true delays in the design. Timing constraints can be constructed that do not hold in a design, as will be shown later in Section 5.1. Therefore, these must be proven outside the symbolic verification environment. We briefly describe this process to show a consistent design flow exists based on this tool.
Given a POD constraint we must prove that any sequence of events from to always occurs before the events from to . This is accomplished by tracing and timing the maximum and minimum delay paths from the POD to the end points, and comparing the results. We compute the maximum delay of the left path ( ) and the minimum delay for the right path (
). This ensures that no combination of delays will cause to occur before . The same conditions exist for the general form of constraints ¡´ µ ¡´ ¼ µ · where the tracing may occur to different starting points, and a constant delay is added when the path delays are compared.
We illustrate static timing validation using the circuit in Figure 1 . There are two POD constraints, the first of which is . Validating this constraint requires evaluation of the max-delay path from to . This is simply the maximum rise delay through the gate corresponding to since signal is already asserted. Similarly, the minimum delay path from to , which depends on how the gate is connected to its environment, is calculated and compared with the maximum rising delay of the gate to validate this constraint. The second constraint is similarly validated.
The capability of automatically tracing and timing maximum and minimum delay paths, and comparing the results is supported in most commercial timing tools such as PrimeTime [31] . Therefore, it is possible to automatically validate all the constraints in Ì . However, some complications arise in automatically tracing signals through sequential elements (such as the C-element of Figure 1 ), since static tools may not correctly cut feedbacks that exist solely to retain state. Fully automatic translation and validation of GRT constraints using static timing tools is left to future work.
The timing constraints used in this paper were identified manually, many with the assistance of a relative-timing enhanced verification engine [27] . Automatic generation of GRT constraints is left to future work.
From Circuits to Timed Automata
We now describe how we translate a timed circuit´Î Ê Ì µ into a timed automaton. The technical details in Section 4 will be based on the timed automaton model. The set of guarded commands represents the transition relation of the automaton. The semantics of a guarded command µ is as follows. If is true in a state , then the guarded command is enabled in that state. Any guarded command that is enabled in a state can execute in . The time a system can spend in a state can be any non-negative amount allowed by the invariant Á .
Preliminaries
Note that timed automata differ from models commonly used in the asynchronous circuits literature, such as timed transition systems [10] or timed Petri nets [25] , in that the time interval between an arbitrary pair of events can be directly expressed. This expressiveness is key for modeling the class of timing constraints described in Section 2.1.
Translation
The translation of a timed circuit´Î Ê Ì µ to a timed automaton is performed in three steps.
Initialization. The set of Boolean state variables of is initialized to be the set of signals Î, while the set of clock variables is initialized to . 3 The only difference with the standard definition given by Alur and Dill [1] is that our definition has no notion of accepting states. Encoding timing constraints. We encode timing constraints in sequence, running through the set Ì ½ ¾ Ô . As we encounter timing constraints containing a transition , we update the guarded command corresponding to it.
Suppose we are encoding timing constraint Ø , which mentions transition . Let the current form of the guarded command for be µ .
How we modify depends on whether the timing constraint is a POD constraint or not, and on the role of in the constraint, as elaborated below: The intuition is that we take the product of the timed automaton (constructed so far) with a two-state monitor automaton as shown in Figure 3 (a) to enforce the ordering specified by the POD constraint. The variable Ø encodes the states of this automaton. Transition can only occur in the state labeled Ø ; i.e., the state in which Ø is Ð× .
Non-POD constraint:
Suppose the constraint is of the form ¡´ µ ¡´ ¼ µ · . To encode this constraint, we introduce a non-negative constant ¼ such that ¡´ µ ¼ · and ¼ ¡´ ¼ µ. The value of ¼ is usually known at design time since a non-POD constraint arises only in design styles that make use of some form of metric timing, such the matched delay assumption used in the circuit in Figure 2 .
We have four cases to consider: The extension of the translation to handle compound timing constraints is straightforward; a XOR of two constraints can be encoded by making a non-deterministic choice to either monitor one constraint or the other. We omit the details.
Example
Consider the circuit in Figure 2 The invariant Á is the Boolean formulá
½ and ¾ are set by Ø Ò and Ø Ò respectively, and are reset by Ø Ò ÙÜ and Ø Ò ÙÜ respectively. Thus, our encoding simply formalizes the constraint that the delay through the buffer is less than that of the delay element.
Fully Symbolic Verification Techniques
We now outline the algorithms for fully symbolic verification of timed automata. Since the algorithms in themselves are not the main contribution of this paper, we omit background material and details of the algorithms; these can be found in [7, 26] .
Quantified Separation Logic
There are two key operations in fully symbolic verification of timed automata, both of which are expressible in quantified separation logic (QSL), the extension of separation logic with quantifiers. The first operation is to decide the satisfiability of SL formulas. The second (and harder) operation is to eliminate quantifiers from a QSL formula.
Formally, a QSL formula is generated by the following grammar:
In previous work [26] , we show how to perform both operations using Boolean methods. In particular, we transform the problem of eliminating quantifiers on real-valued clock variables to one of eliminating quantifiers on Boolean variables. Given a QSL formula with quantifiers over realvalued variables, we transform it to an equivalent QSL formula ÓÓÐ that has quantifiers only over Boolean variables. These quantifiers can then be eliminated using standard Boolean techniques (e.g., [5, 16] ) that are based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) or Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers. Moreover, for a special class of QSL formulas occurring in model checking of timed automata, the transformation can be greatly optimized. The resulting quantifier elimination technique can yield improvements over other methods [26] .
For brevity, we omit the details of how we eliminate quantifiers over clock variables. We illustrate the main ideas using the following example. 
The second step is to construct a SL formula that represents the arithmetic information lost in the above Boolean encoding. This formula, denoted by ÓÒ× , is the conjunction of the following two SL formulas: 1.
Finally, we construct the SL formula
The only quantified variables in this formula are Boolean. The remaining separation predicates can now be replaced with dummy Boolean variables (retaining a mapping of predicates to dummy variables), and the resulting quantified Boolean formula (QBF) can be simplified using Boolean techniques (e.g., BDDs) to a Boolean formula. Replacing the dummy variables, we obtain the final result:
The advantage of this approach is apparent when ¬ corresponds to a huge number of circuit states. An explicit-state technique would need to enumerate every such circuit state and perform the quantifier elimination for each.
Fully Symbolic Model Checking
The afore-mentioned Boolean methods for quantifier elimination can be used with a model checking algorithm given by Henzinger et al. [11] for checking if a timed automaton satisfies a property specified in the timed -calculus (in which any property in Timed Computation Tree Logic, TCTL, can be expressed). Here we only describe, in brief, the algorithm for a simple but very useful case, that of computing the set of reachable states of the timed automaton (checking safety properties). The general algorithm can be found in [26] .
Consider a timed automaton ´Î Á ¼ µ. The following algorithm computes a SL formula reach representing the set of reachable states of .
The symbolic "next-state" operators post time and post are defined as follows: Quantifier elimination is required in computing post time and post . Checking satisfiability of SL formulas is required to check the termination condition. It is also needed for checking if a error state is reachable: If characterizes the set of error states, then an error state is reachable iff reach is satisfiable.
Fully Symbolic Simulation Checking
Suppose we want to check if a circuit implementation Á, modeled as a timed automaton, conforms to a specification Ë, also given as a timed automaton. Since language containment is undecidable for timed automata in general [1] , we use the formal notion of simulation [18] as our notion of conformance. Furthermore, for ease of presentation, we will restrict our specifications to be untimed finite automata. For all the case studies presented in this paper, considering untimed finite-state specifications has sufficed.
Let ¦ Á and ¦ Ë be the sets of states of Á and Ë respectively. Let ´ Á Ë µ be ØÖÙ iff states Á ¾ ¦ Á and Ë ¾ ¦ Ë agree on the values of variables common to both Á and Ë. A binary relation Ê ¦ Á ¢¦ Ë is a simulation relation iff for all Á and Ë such that Ê´ Á Ë µ holds, both the following conditions hold:
This is a standard definition of simulation that allows the specification to "stutter".
If for every initial state Á ¼ of Á there is a corresponding initial state Ë ¼ of Ë such that Ê´ Á ¼ Ë ¼ µ, then we say that Á is simulated by Ë and write Á Ë .
Fully symbolic simulation checking is done in two steps: We set our initial approximation ¼ Ê to be the formula ´ Á Ë µ that equates the common state variables of Á and Ë for the reachable states.
Then, we compute the th approximation Ê ,
as follows:
Here Ì Á and Ì Ë denote the transition relations of Á and Ë respectively; the transition relation of the timed automaton Á can be easily derived from the definitions of post time and post given in Section 4.2. This fixpoint computation is guaranteed to terminate, say in AE steps, with the AE th approximation being Ê´ Á Ë µ.
Check initial states:
Let Á ¼ and Ë ¼ denote the set of initial states of Á and Ë respectively. By definition, we can conclude that Á Ë iff the following formula is valid:
Both steps have the same key operations as for model checking, viz., quantifier elimination in QSL and satisfiability (validity) checking of SL. We perform these using the Boolean methods as described in Section 4.1.
Case Studies
Our main case study is the Global STP circuit, a self-timed circuit used in the integer unit in the Intel R Pentium R 4 processor [12] . Other case studies include the GasP FIFO control circuit [30] , STAPL circuits [23] , and the STARI circuit [9] .
Experiments reported on here were run on a Linux workstation with a ¾ GHz Pentium Figure 4 is a hierarchical depiction of the Globally Reset Domino with Self-Terminating Precharge (Global STP) circuit. The circuit we discuss here is a gate-level depiction of the simplest form of the published circuit [12] , with Nlogic blocks replaced by wires, and static blocks replaced by inverters; our verification methods apply to the more general circuits as well. The top-level circuit is shown in Figure 4(e), with the input being a -GHz clock and the output being a delayed version of the same clock. In the beginning of the clock cycle, the last footed domino gate is being reset, while the first three STP stages go through an evaluation. After the precharge of the last domino gate has been turned off, the evaluate signal propagates to the output, where it is held until the next cycle. Interestingly, note that the three STP stages are reset in the same cycle in which they evaluate. The specification of this circuit, given purely in terms of its input signal and output signal ÓÙØ, is depicted as a state graph in Figure 5 .
Global STP
This circuit relies on a number of timing constraints to ensure correct operation. We were able to formulate all these timing constraints either as POD constraints or as a XOR of ¾ POD constraints. We discuss some of the more interesting timing constraints here. be avoided by ensuring that the pullup and pulldown transistors are not both conducting. This is avoided with the following POD constraint that does not allow the pullup to assert until after the pulldown has been turned off. This constraint states that for stage ËÌÈ½, the delay of a clock phase must be shorter than the delay through the Ê Ë½ block:
The pulse width of the outputs in the Ê Ë stage of Fig 
To see why this is so, let us perform a case analysis. The first case is when the second instance of transition occurs before ËÌÈ Ö × . In this case, the same instance of precedes both ËÌÈ Ô and ËÌÈ Ö × , and hence we can simply write it as the POD constraint GSTP . However, if the second instance of does not precede ËÌÈ Ö × , it simply means that ËÌÈ Ö × occurs before fires again; i.e., GSTP holds, and so does the multi-cycle constraint.
Finally, consider the domino inverter in the LP stage, depicted in Figure 4 (d). To avoid a short-circuit in this inverter, the following constraint is necessary:
In all, we needed ¿¿ timing constraints, as shown in Table 1 (we count a compound timing constraint as a single constraint). We were able to prove that under these timing constraints, the circuit conforms to its specification. We also model checked the circuit to verify the absence of shortcircuits in all the domino inverters. Run-times were within a few minutes (see Table 1 ) and memory consumption was less than ½ ¼ MB.
Next, we turned to verifying all the timing constraints, successfully verifying all but one: GSTP . Consider this constraint. It takes only gate delays going from to Ê Ë½ Ö½ , while it takes going from to ÄÈ Ô £ .
This means that the circuit, as described in the paper [12] , has a short-circuit error.
To eliminate this error, we replaced the unfooted domino inverter in the LP stage by a footed domino inverter. With this replacement, constraint GSTP becomes unnecessary. Correctness of the modified circuit was verified without using this constraint in about minutes.
Other Circuits
Among the other circuits we verified, we briefly report here on the modeling of two: the GasP control circuit [30] and the STAPL left-right buffer circuit [23] . We checked conformance of the circuit in Figure 6 to its specification. We also connected ½¼ stages together in a ring with exactly one full stage, and model checked it for absence of short circuits and to verify that exactly one stage was full at any given point of time. Both verifications completed within a minute, as shown in Table 1 .
The STAPL left-right buffer (see Figure 4 .7 in [23] ) is different from the other two circuits in that it uses metric timing constraints. For correct operation, the circuit employs two pulse generators with pulse-lengths less than constants ØÖÙ and Ð× respectively, along with two corresponding paths in the circuit that are respectively required to take longer than constants ØÖÙ and Ð× , and an additional constraint that ØÖÙ ØÖÙ and Ð× Ð× . These timing constraints naturally lend themselves to being modeled as metric constraints with clock variables, with ¾ constraints ( clock variables) per buffer stage. In addition to these constraints, each stage also requires POD constraints. We checked conformance of this circuit with the specification given by Nyström and Martin [23] and also model checked a ring of ¿ buffers (for same properties as the GasP circuit); both verifications completed successfully within a few minutes. We compared the performance of TMV to ATACS [3] , which is based on metric timing. ATACS uses model checking algorithms that are explicit-state in the Boolean component and prune the search space using partial-order reduction methods. 4 In modeling the Global STP (the corrected version) and STAPL circuits, we assigned min-max delay ranges to all gates so that timing is analogous to counting transitions, but for the GasP circuit we had to assign ranges more carefully so that all POD constraints were satisfied. For all three circuits, ATACS did not finish within an hour, running out of memory for the STAPL and Global STP circuits.
Comparison with Other Tools
Our tool also outperforms the conformance checking tool ANALYZE [27] that was enhanced with the capability to model relative-timing constraints (but not metric timing). For example, for the Global STP circuit, ANALYZE was able to check conformance for individual modules (e.g., a single STP stage) in just a few seconds, but did not finish within ¾ days for the flat circuit. This illustrates the need for combining the GRT modeling methodology with a fully symbolic verification tool.
For the circuits discussed so far, most timing constraints are simple POD constraints, and very few constraints are metric. Hence, we only needed to introduce few clock variables, if any. This enabled TMV to scale well on these circuits.
As mentioned in Section 2, metric constraints can usually be reformulated as POD constraints, but at the cost of modularity. Using the STARI circuit [9] , we studied the relative performance of TMV for two different ways of modeling constraints. (The reader is referred to Greenstreet's thesis [9] for a description of the circuit.) All timing constraints for this circuit can be modeled as POD constraints, where the POD is the clock that is distributed to both sender and receiver modules. This breaks modularity, since timing constraints for each buffer stage between the sender and the receiver require tracing back to the global clock. One can also formulate these constraints as metric timing constraints specifying that, for each buffer stage, an output data bit and must follow an input within a clock phase. In our circuit model, we abstracted the data-path to only one bit, and modeled only one of the two bits making up the dual rail encoding. Thus, each stage contributes two Boolean state variables. The resulting timed automaton has clock variables (one per metric constraint) for every two stages. We computed the set of reachable states for STARI circuits (initialized to be half-full) for increasing numbers of buffer stages and in three different ways: (1) using ATACS, (2) using TMV with purely POD constraints, and (3) using TMV with modularly specified metric constraints. The results are displayed in Figure 7 . Using TMV with purely POD constraints is the most scalable approach, followed by ATACS. When used on a model with metric constraints, TMV scales very poorly. The reason for this appears to be that each clock zone has few corresponding Boolean states, thus reducing the benefits of using fully symbolic Boolean methods of quantifier elimination. On the model based purely on POD constraints, TMV runs an order of magnitude faster than ATACS.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a novel approach to modeling timing constraints in digital circuits, based on the notion of generalized relative timing. Circuits with such timing constraints are formally encoded as timed automata, to which we apply fully symbolic verification techniques. Our approach is illustrated on real circuits, such as the Global STP circuit.
Possibilities for future work include automatically generating timing constraints, and applying compositional reasoning and abstraction methods to further scale up verification to larger circuits.
